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New Availabilities
Softwares

REFERENCE LABEL
PB 300 COS Y07 E VISUALAGE PACBASE OS390, CICS 3.0 Y07C (CSD)
PB 300 DP7 Y07 E VISUALAGE PACBASE BULL GCOS7, TDS 3.0 Y07C (CSD)
PB 300 IMS Y07 E VISUALAGE PACBASE OS390, IMS/VS 3.0 Y07C (CSD)
IW 300 ALL Y07 E AD WORKBENCH 3.0 Y07A (CSD)
PD 300 ALL Y07 E PACDESIGN/PACBENCH 3.0 Y07A (CSD)

Documentation
REFERENCE LABEL

DEPCI001352A Installation Guide OS/390 CICS
DEPCI002352A The Administrator’s Procedures OS/390 CICS
DEPCI003352A The Developper’s Procedures OS/390 CICS
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VISUALAGE PACBASE OS390, CICS 3.0 Y07C
(CSD)

CORRECTED BUGS

Compatibility
Description label is 1-char shifted on the online screen. (C:024863)

To distinguish the definition of a UE and its descriptions
which have the same label, this label will be
1-character shifted at display.
This solves the recognizing problem in the Pacdesign
Workstation.

Installation and procedures
pc25 : retrieval of PIA calls (C:025100)

Retrieve PIA calls (long data).
In the same libraries network, each transaction is now
complete: any modification of a conitnuation part in 2.n
is dispatched on all the long data in 3.n, in each
library of the network and in all the concerned sessions.
In 3.0, continuation data are concatenated on long data,
if in the same library, all the various continuation parts
are not present (1+2+...), the corresponding long data will
be completed. The retrieval searches the missing parts in
other libraries of the network.
Warnings concerning long data (User entities, reports,
PIA calls) no more appear in the retrieval output.

The BVPAE file does not have correspondance of PAF tables for the -XQG choices (C:025148)

The BVPAE file has been modified to insure a correspondance
between the ’-XQG’ choice and the PAF table in the
generated extractor.

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the PC25 retrieval (C:025188)

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the pc25 retrieval.
Some numeric fields are now correctly initialized to zero.

Administration
Password modification via the Administrator Workbench (C:025375)

The password modification request is now operational via the
Administator Workbench.
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Connection
Password modification via the Administrator Workbench (C:025375)

The password modification request is now operational via the
Administator Workbench.

Client/Server system develop.
CICS-VSAM elementary component: 5-ddname declaration missing if presence of secondary
key (C:025226)

CICS - VSAM elementary component: the declaration of the
5-ddname area, used for the sequential readings management,
is missing if secondary keys have been declared for this
VSAM file (unused for this ODP type).
Corrected.

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account of the common part. (C:025231)

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account
of the common part, the ODP key filling in is erroneous
(transfers in the specific part).
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor: DB2 work file and detail zone in
VARCHAR (C:025322)

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor:
If the DB2 work file contains a detail zone in VARCHAR, the
transfers will no more be done in the WF00 segment group
zone, but in the key and detail fields.
Corrected.

Folder manager: erroneous user buffer length in the communication area with the IT
server (C:025385)

Folder manager: the User buffer length defined in the
communication area with the Initialization/Termination
Server is set to zero when the buffer does not contain a
data element.
Corrected.

CICS communication monitor: current time acquisition in ms to calculate the execution
time (C:025443)

CICS communication monitor:
To calculate the execution time, the current time
acquisition will be done in milliseconds, the ABSTIME
parameter will be added in the CICS ASKTIME request.

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors will contain the Pacbase code, not the generated
code (C:025444)

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors in the folder
will contain the Pacbase code of the concerned servers and
not the external code anymore (limited to 6 characters).

Folder view generation: prohibit the GGS command which causes an abend during the
generation. (C:025493)

Folder view generation: the only authorized generation
command for a folder view is the GVC proxy generation.
But, the GGS command was not rejected and caused an abend
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during the generation.
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Module
Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account of the common part. (C:025231)

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account
of the common part, the ODP key filling in is erroneous
(transfers in the specific part).
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor: DB2 work file and detail zone in
VARCHAR (C:025322)

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor:
If the DB2 work file contains a detail zone in VARCHAR, the
transfers will no more be done in the WF00 segment group
zone, but in the key and detail fields.
Corrected.

Folder manager: erroneous user buffer length in the communication area with the IT
server (C:025385)

Folder manager: the User buffer length defined in the
communication area with the Initialization/Termination
Server is set to zero when the buffer does not contain a
data element.
Corrected.

CICS communication monitor: current time acquisition in ms to calculate the execution
time (C:025443)

CICS communication monitor:
To calculate the execution time, the current time
acquisition will be done in milliseconds, the ABSTIME
parameter will be added in the CICS ASKTIME request.

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors will contain the Pacbase code, not the generated
code (C:025444)

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors in the folder
will contain the Pacbase code of the concerned servers and
not the external code anymore (limited to 6 characters).

Pacbase Access Facility
The BVPAE file does not have correspondance of PAF tables for the -XQG choices (C:025148)

The BVPAE file has been modified to insure a correspondance
between the ’-XQG’ choice and the PAF table in the
generated extractor.

PAF: extraction on SEGRUB, erroneous U view if the description contains a segment call in
higher lib (C:025269)

The extraction on SEGRUB table in U view, i.e. on selected
library only, was interrupted if the segment description
contained a call to another segment which was defined in a
higher library.
The other data elements of the description was not
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extracted.
This has been corrected.

PAF: The extraction on $TTDOC tables was empty in 3.0 (C:025419)

PAF: The extraction on $TTDOC tables was empty in ver
3.0.
Corrected.

Batch Procedures
PC25: management of PIA calls deletion (C:025159)

PC25 :
In 2.n, the PIA call was made of several continuation
transactions. If one of the continuation transactions is
deleted (the first excepted), the deletion must not be
transferred on the new 3.0 long data which concatenates all
the 2.n continuation transactions.
The content of deleted continuation data will not be
transferred on the new long data.

Retrieve
pc25 : retrieval of PIA calls (C:025100)

Retrieve PIA calls (long data).
In the same libraries network, each transaction is now
complete: any modification of a conitnuation part in 2.n
is dispatched on all the long data in 3.n, in each
library of the network and in all the concerned sessions.
In 3.0, continuation data are concatenated on long data,
if in the same library, all the various continuation parts
are not present (1+2+...), the corresponding long data will
be completed. The retrieval searches the missing parts in
other libraries of the network.
Warnings concerning long data (User entities, reports,
PIA calls) no more appear in the retrieval output.

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the PC25 retrieval (C:025188)

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the pc25 retrieval.
Some numeric fields are now correctly initialized to zero.

PG25: the JCL lines update must be done with the ’x’ operation code (C:025486)

PG25: the JCL lines update must be done with the ’x’
operation code to allow the ’&’ characters update.

Miscellaneous : Online
GP screen: when a command is de-validated, the entity internal code on the data is
altered. (C:025624)

GP screen: when a command is de-validated, the entity
internal code on the data is altered.
This does not affect the commands display, but in the REOR
procedure (where index are rebuilt), the commands of several
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entities merge on the same entity. So that a display
following a REOR is untidy and incomplete.

Miscellaneous
Generation of segment, with ’depending on’ clause, called in -W in DESCription 2 (C:025371)

- change 25268 continuation -
The generation of a segment called in -W, in DESCription 2,
with the ’depending on’ clause is now correct.
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VISUALAGE PACBASE BULL GCOS7, TDS 3.0
Y07C (CSD)

NEW FUNCTIONALITIES

Batch Procedures
Remove the DUMP printing option in the JCLs (DUMP=DATA in each STEP line) (C:024973)

The JCLs contain DUMP=NO and not DUMP=DATA anymore (in the
previous versions).

Monthly Letter 04/2003 13
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CORRECTED BUGS

Compatibility
Description label is 1-char shifted on the online screen. (C:024863)

To distinguish the definition of a UE and its descriptions
which have the same label, this label will be
1-character shifted at display.
This solves the recognizing problem in the Pacdesign
Workstation.

Installation and procedures
pc25 : retrieval of PIA calls (C:025100)

Retrieve PIA calls (long data).
In the same libraries network, each transaction is now
complete: any modification of a conitnuation part in 2.n
is dispatched on all the long data in 3.n, in each
library of the network and in all the concerned sessions.
In 3.0, continuation data are concatenated on long data,
if in the same library, all the various continuation parts
are not present (1+2+...), the corresponding long data will
be completed. The retrieval searches the missing parts in
other libraries of the network.
Warnings concerning long data (User entities, reports,
PIA calls) no more appear in the retrieval output.

The BVPAE file does not have correspondance of PAF tables for the -XQG choices (C:025148)

The BVPAE file has been modified to insure a correspondance
between the ’-XQG’ choice and the PAF table in the
generated extractor.

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the PC25 retrieval (C:025188)

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the pc25 retrieval.
Some numeric fields are now correctly initialized to zero.

Administration
Impossible to modify a password via the Administrator Workbench (C:025233)

Impossible to modify a password.

From the Administrator Workbench, when an administrator
tried to modify a password, no error was detected and the
modification was not taken into account.
This has been corrected.

Password modification via the Administrator Workbench (C:025375)

The password modification request is now operational via the
Administator Workbench.
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Batch System Development
Generation error on segment with a ’depending on’ clause, called in -W in DESCription
2(C:025268)

Generation error when a segment generating a ’depending on’
clause is called in -W in DESCription 2.
This has been corrected.

Connection
Impossible to modify a password via the Administrator Workbench (C:025233)

Impossible to modify a password.

From the Administrator Workbench, when an administrator
tried to modify a password, no error was detected and the
modification was not taken into account.
This has been corrected.

Password modification via the Administrator Workbench (C:025375)

The password modification request is now operational via the
Administator Workbench.

Client/Server system develop.
CICS-VSAM elementary component: 5-ddname declaration missing if presence of secondary
key (C:025226)

CICS - VSAM elementary component: the declaration of the
5-ddname area, used for the sequential readings management,
is missing if secondary keys have been declared for this
VSAM file (unused for this ODP type).
Corrected.

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account of the common part. (C:025231)

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account
of the common part, the ODP key filling in is erroneous
(transfers in the specific part).
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor: DB2 work file and detail zone in
VARCHAR (C:025322)

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor:
If the DB2 work file contains a detail zone in VARCHAR, the
transfers will no more be done in the WF00 segment group
zone, but in the key and detail fields.
Corrected.

Folder manager: erroneous user buffer length in the communication area with the IT
server (C:025385)

Folder manager: the User buffer length defined in the
communication area with the Initialization/Termination
Server is set to zero when the buffer does not contain a
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data element.
Corrected.

CICS communication monitor: current time acquisition in ms to calculate the execution
time (C:025443)

CICS communication monitor:
To calculate the execution time, the current time
acquisition will be done in milliseconds, the ABSTIME
parameter will be added in the CICS ASKTIME request.

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors will contain the Pacbase code, not the generated
code (C:025444)

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors in the folder
will contain the Pacbase code of the concerned servers and
not the external code anymore (limited to 6 characters).

Folder view generation: prohibit the GGS command which causes an abend during the
generation. (C:025493)

Folder view generation: the only authorized generation
command for a folder view is the GVC proxy generation.
But, the GGS command was not rejected and caused an abend
during the generation.
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Module
Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account of the common part. (C:025231)

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account
of the common part, the ODP key filling in is erroneous
(transfers in the specific part).
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor: DB2 work file and detail zone in
VARCHAR (C:025322)

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor:
If the DB2 work file contains a detail zone in VARCHAR, the
transfers will no more be done in the WF00 segment group
zone, but in the key and detail fields.
Corrected.

Folder manager: erroneous user buffer length in the communication area with the IT
server (C:025385)

Folder manager: the User buffer length defined in the
communication area with the Initialization/Termination
Server is set to zero when the buffer does not contain a
data element.
Corrected.

CICS communication monitor: current time acquisition in ms to calculate the execution
time (C:025443)

CICS communication monitor:
To calculate the execution time, the current time
acquisition will be done in milliseconds, the ABSTIME
parameter will be added in the CICS ASKTIME request.
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eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors will contain the Pacbase code, not the generated
code (C:025444)

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors in the folder
will contain the Pacbase code of the concerned servers and
not the external code anymore (limited to 6 characters).

Pacbase Access Facility
The BVPAE file does not have correspondance of PAF tables for the -XQG choices (C:025148)

The BVPAE file has been modified to insure a correspondance
between the ’-XQG’ choice and the PAF table in the
generated extractor.

PAF: extraction on SEGRUB, erroneous U view if the description contains a segment call in
higher lib (C:025269)

The extraction on SEGRUB table in U view, i.e. on selected
library only, was interrupted if the segment description
contained a call to another segment which was defined in a
higher library.
The other data elements of the description was not
extracted.
This has been corrected.

PAF: The extraction on $TTDOC tables was empty in 3.0 (C:025419)

PAF: The extraction on $TTDOC tables was empty in ver
3.0.
Corrected.

Batch Procedures
PC25: management of PIA calls deletion (C:025159)

PC25 :
In 2.n, the PIA call was made of several continuation
transactions. If one of the continuation transactions is
deleted (the first excepted), the deletion must not be
transferred on the new 3.0 long data which concatenates all
the 2.n continuation transactions.
The content of deleted continuation data will not be
transferred on the new long data.

REST without ARCHIVING: Abnormal end message added to the message already included in
the report file (C:025482)

REST without ARCHIVING: Abnormal end message, in addition to
the message already included in the report file.

Retrieval 2.5-3.0: PE25 proc. The BVPRUSE online and batch sub-programs correctly
located. (C:025515)

Retrieval 2.5-3.0: PE25 procedure. The BVPRUSE online and
batch sub-programs are correctly located.
So the correct sub-program is called.
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Retrieve
pc25 : retrieval of PIA calls (C:025100)

Retrieve PIA calls (long data).
In the same libraries network, each transaction is now
complete: any modification of a conitnuation part in 2.n
is dispatched on all the long data in 3.n, in each
library of the network and in all the concerned sessions.
In 3.0, continuation data are concatenated on long data,
if in the same library, all the various continuation parts
are not present (1+2+...), the corresponding long data will
be completed. The retrieval searches the missing parts in
other libraries of the network.
Warnings concerning long data (User entities, reports,
PIA calls) no more appear in the retrieval output.

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the PC25 retrieval (C:025188)

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the pc25 retrieval.
Some numeric fields are now correctly initialized to zero.

PG25: the JCL lines update must be done with the ’x’ operation code (C:025486)

PG25: the JCL lines update must be done with the ’x’
operation code to allow the ’&’ characters update.

Miscellaneous : Online
GP screen: when a command is de-validated, the entity internal code on the data is
altered. (C:025624)

GP screen: when a command is de-validated, the entity
internal code on the data is altered.
This does not affect the commands display, but in the REOR
procedure (where index are rebuilt), the commands of several
entities merge on the same entity. So that a display
following a REOR is untidy and incomplete.

Miscellaneous
Generation of segment, with ’depending on’ clause, called in -W in DESCription 2 (C:025371)

- change 25268 continuation -
The generation of a segment called in -W, in DESCription 2,
with the ’depending on’ clause is now correct.

Screens limited to 192 variable fields are no more supported (C:025521)

The screens limited to 192 variable fields are no more
supported.
It is possible to connect with a screen with a fields
number limited by the "128" parameter of the transaction
code.
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VISUALAGE PACBASE OS390, IMS/VS 3.0 Y07C
(CSD)

CORRECTED BUGS

Compatibility
Description label is 1-char shifted on the online screen. (C:024863)

To distinguish the definition of a UE and its descriptions
which have the same label, this label will be
1-character shifted at display.
This solves the recognizing problem in the Pacdesign
Workstation.

Installation and procedures
pc25 : retrieval of PIA calls (C:025100)

Retrieve PIA calls (long data).
In the same libraries network, each transaction is now
complete: any modification of a conitnuation part in 2.n
is dispatched on all the long data in 3.n, in each
library of the network and in all the concerned sessions.
In 3.0, continuation data are concatenated on long data,
if in the same library, all the various continuation parts
are not present (1+2+...), the corresponding long data will
be completed. The retrieval searches the missing parts in
other libraries of the network.
Warnings concerning long data (User entities, reports,
PIA calls) no more appear in the retrieval output.

The BVPAE file does not have correspondance of PAF tables for the -XQG choices (C:025148)

The BVPAE file has been modified to insure a correspondance
between the ’-XQG’ choice and the PAF table in the
generated extractor.

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the PC25 retrieval (C:025188)

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the pc25 retrieval.
Some numeric fields are now correctly initialized to zero.

Administration
Password modification via the Administrator Workbench (C:025375)

The password modification request is now operational via the
Administator Workbench.
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Connection
Password modification via the Administrator Workbench (C:025375)

The password modification request is now operational via the
Administator Workbench.

Client/Server system develop.
CICS-VSAM elementary component: 5-ddname declaration missing if presence of secondary
key (C:025226)

CICS - VSAM elementary component: the declaration of the
5-ddname area, used for the sequential readings management,
is missing if secondary keys have been declared for this
VSAM file (unused for this ODP type).
Corrected.

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account of the common part. (C:025231)

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account
of the common part, the ODP key filling in is erroneous
(transfers in the specific part).
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor: DB2 work file and detail zone in
VARCHAR (C:025322)

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor:
If the DB2 work file contains a detail zone in VARCHAR, the
transfers will no more be done in the WF00 segment group
zone, but in the key and detail fields.
Corrected.

Folder manager: erroneous user buffer length in the communication area with the IT
server (C:025385)

Folder manager: the User buffer length defined in the
communication area with the Initialization/Termination
Server is set to zero when the buffer does not contain a
data element.
Corrected.

CICS communication monitor: current time acquisition in ms to calculate the execution
time (C:025443)

CICS communication monitor:
To calculate the execution time, the current time
acquisition will be done in milliseconds, the ABSTIME
parameter will be added in the CICS ASKTIME request.

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors will contain the Pacbase code, not the generated
code (C:025444)

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors in the folder
will contain the Pacbase code of the concerned servers and
not the external code anymore (limited to 6 characters).

Folder view generation: prohibit the GGS command which causes an abend during the
generation. (C:025493)

Folder view generation: the only authorized generation
command for a folder view is the GVC proxy generation.
But, the GGS command was not rejected and caused an abend
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during the generation.
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Module
Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account of the common part. (C:025231)

Elementary component: file type ODP with taking into account
of the common part, the ODP key filling in is erroneous
(transfers in the specific part).
This has been corrected.

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor: DB2 work file and detail zone in
VARCHAR (C:025322)

eBusiness Folder - Communication monitor:
If the DB2 work file contains a detail zone in VARCHAR, the
transfers will no more be done in the WF00 segment group
zone, but in the key and detail fields.
Corrected.

Folder manager: erroneous user buffer length in the communication area with the IT
server (C:025385)

Folder manager: the User buffer length defined in the
communication area with the Initialization/Termination
Server is set to zero when the buffer does not contain a
data element.
Corrected.

CICS communication monitor: current time acquisition in ms to calculate the execution
time (C:025443)

CICS communication monitor:
To calculate the execution time, the current time
acquisition will be done in milliseconds, the ABSTIME
parameter will be added in the CICS ASKTIME request.

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors will contain the Pacbase code, not the generated
code (C:025444)

eBusiness folder: the key of detected errors in the folder
will contain the Pacbase code of the concerned servers and
not the external code anymore (limited to 6 characters).

Pacbase Access Facility
The BVPAE file does not have correspondance of PAF tables for the -XQG choices (C:025148)

The BVPAE file has been modified to insure a correspondance
between the ’-XQG’ choice and the PAF table in the
generated extractor.

PAF: extraction on SEGRUB, erroneous U view if the description contains a segment call in
higher lib (C:025269)

The extraction on SEGRUB table in U view, i.e. on selected
library only, was interrupted if the segment description
contained a call to another segment which was defined in a
higher library.
The other data elements of the description was not
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extracted.
This has been corrected.

PAF: The extraction on $TTDOC tables was empty in 3.0 (C:025419)

PAF: The extraction on $TTDOC tables was empty in ver
3.0.
Corrected.

Batch Procedures
PC25: management of PIA calls deletion (C:025159)

PC25 :
In 2.n, the PIA call was made of several continuation
transactions. If one of the continuation transactions is
deleted (the first excepted), the deletion must not be
transferred on the new 3.0 long data which concatenates all
the 2.n continuation transactions.
The content of deleted continuation data will not be
transferred on the new long data.

Retrieve
pc25 : retrieval of PIA calls (C:025100)

Retrieve PIA calls (long data).
In the same libraries network, each transaction is now
complete: any modification of a conitnuation part in 2.n
is dispatched on all the long data in 3.n, in each
library of the network and in all the concerned sessions.
In 3.0, continuation data are concatenated on long data,
if in the same library, all the various continuation parts
are not present (1+2+...), the corresponding long data will
be completed. The retrieval searches the missing parts in
other libraries of the network.
Warnings concerning long data (User entities, reports,
PIA calls) no more appear in the retrieval output.

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the PC25 retrieval (C:025188)

GCOS7: illegal decimal data in the pc25 retrieval.
Some numeric fields are now correctly initialized to zero.

PG25: the JCL lines update must be done with the ’x’ operation code (C:025486)

PG25: the JCL lines update must be done with the ’x’
operation code to allow the ’&’ characters update.

Miscellaneous : Online
GP screen: when a command is de-validated, the entity internal code on the data is
altered. (C:025624)

GP screen: when a command is de-validated, the entity
internal code on the data is altered.
This does not affect the commands display, but in the REOR
procedure (where index are rebuilt), the commands of several
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entities merge on the same entity. So that a display
following a REOR is untidy and incomplete.

Miscellaneous
Generation of segment, with ’depending on’ clause, called in -W in DESCription 2 (C:025371)

- change 25268 continuation -
The generation of a segment called in -W, in DESCription 2,
with the ’depending on’ clause is now correct.
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AD WORKBENCH 3.0 Y07A (CSD)

CORRECTED BUGS

Compatibility
Impossible to start the workstation on Windows 98 (C:025064)

Impossible to start the workstation on Windows 98:
The PATH environment variable was not transferred in the
startup scripts (.BAT files). So the START instruction was
not recognized.
Corrected.

Installation and procedures
List of products correctly displayed by the installer in Windows XP and 2000. (C:024782)

List of products correctly displayed by the Installer in
Windows XP and 2000.

Impossible to start the workstation on Windows 98 (C:025064)

Impossible to start the workstation on Windows 98:
The PATH environment variable was not transferred in the
startup scripts (.BAT files). So the START instruction was
not recognized.
Corrected.

Display of icons associated to the A&D Workbench modules startup on Windows
98(C:025505)

The icons associated to the A&D Workbench modules startu
menu choices are now available on Windows 98.

Installer
List of products correctly displayed by the installer in Windows XP and 2000. (C:024782)

List of products correctly displayed by the Installer in
Windows XP and 2000.

eBusiness Module
Data elements with "Property" type are taken into account in the local extraction of the GVC
file (C:024424)

The Data elements with the "Property" type can be taken into
account in the local extraction of the GVC when their format
is set up.

eBusiness application: definition of error label file in VSAM not possible (C:025012)

eBusiness application entity - error server tab - error
label file : the window to select the key of the error
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label file contained elementary data elements only.
It was not possible to specify a key which is a group
data element.
This has been corrected.

Ebusiness: the mapping of a segment which contains a FILLER is now possible in an
elementary comp. (C:025208)

If a FILLER was present in the composition of a segment
used in the mapping of persistence objects of an elementary
component, an exception was raised (visible in the trace)
and the table of transfers was not displayed.
This is now corrected.

E-business: Mapping problems with the working type or multi-structure type POT (C:025212)

E-business: Mapping problems with the Working type or
multi-structure type POT.
In the transfers concerning a multi-structure POT
(common part + specific part file), the list of data
elements for a transfer of identifiers contains the specific
part data elements only instead of containing the common
part data elements only.
It is correct for the fields transfer : data elements of
the specific part only.
Same in the list of source POT present when the POT are
parent of other POT in the kinematics, the list of data
elements does not display the correct data elements: for
both transfer types, the data elements of the common part
should precede the specific part.
Corrected.

Generation
Data elements with "Property" type are taken into account in the local extraction of the GVC
file (C:024424)

The Data elements with the "Property" type can be taken into
account in the local extraction of the GVC when their format
is set up.

Publishing
Control of the execution result of the "set" commands in the publishing .bat files. (C:025337)

The five files have been modified as follows:
A set VPP_TEST has been added after the last "useful" set
and its execution is verified.
In case of failure, an error message is sent and "exit 1"
is returned.
Then the calling application uses or not this return code
(a correct execution sends 0).

Publishing with followLinks on Windows 98 (C:025441)

Publishing with followLinks on Windows 98

To publish with the "Follow links" option on Windows 98,
some .bat files must at first be modified. These
modifications concern the files located in the "publish"
directory and a file in the "workstation" directory.
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Segment
-CE: the group zones do not appear in the list of keys of an indexed file (C:025216)

For an indexed file type POT, the group data elements did
not appear in the list of keys (primary or secondary).
Moreover, if the segment called segments, the data elements
of the segments call did not appear.
Corrected.

-CE, transfers: the data elements of a segments call in a POT are not visible (C:025217)

CE, transfers: the data elements of a segments call in a
POT are not visible.
This concerns POT data elements in the left column of the
transfers and concerns the data elements of a previous POT
used as transfer source in the right panel.
Corrected.

Miscellaneous
Impossible to start the workstation on Windows 98 (C:025064)

Impossible to start the workstation on Windows 98:
The PATH environment variable was not transferred in the
startup scripts (.BAT files). So the START instruction was
not recognized.
Corrected.

Display of icons associated to the A&D Workbench modules startup on Windows
98(C:025505)

The icons associated to the A&D Workbench modules startu
menu choices are now available on Windows 98.
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PACDESIGN/PACBENCH 3.0 Y07A (CSD)

CORRECTED BUGS

Installation and procedures
New GCOS7 TCPTDS choice when installing the middleware (C:025425)

The GCOS7 TCPTDS choice has been added to create the
vaplocat.ini file, with the parameters: Hostname, TdsName,
Project, Billing and Transaction Code.

Middleware
New GCOS7 TCPTDS choice when installing the middleware (C:025425)

The GCOS7 TCPTDS choice has been added to create the
vaplocat.ini file, with the parameters: Hostname, TdsName,
Project, Billing and Transaction Code.

Non formatted description
Toolbar display on big NFD or text sections (C:024312)

The display of the toolbars operates correctly whichever
the size of the NFD or the text section.

Graph
Line printing in a graph (C:012677)

The line width is better controlled at printing.
However, the 0 wide lines remain very thin and can even be
almost invisible if the printer is not accurate enough.

The word "line" stands for all the linear drawings of a
graph (straight or curve). The "lines" can be the links and
the free lines as well as the icon outlines.

Styles of links with not null width (C:025151)

The links or the free lines with the style "Dash",
"Dot", "Dash Dot" or "Dash Dot Dot" are correctly displayed
and printed for not null width.

Overlapping of icons and links at printing (C:025152)

The links or the free lines print now on foreground over
the icons. Printing is therefore consistent with screen
display.
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RTF Local prints
ILRTF: Alignment of labelled paragraphs (C:022105)

Local edition of Documents:
The edition of labelled paragraphs no longer begins by a
parasitic blank character. The labelled paragraphs are now
correctly aligned.

ILRTF: report edition (C:022764)

The edition of Reports in ILRTF no longer has orientation or
font size problems.

Host list
Host lists: opening the "Entity" box (C:025019)

Opening the "Entity" box by a double click on a line of the
list works now again.

OMT Method
OMT: USC and DPO entities (C:024828)

The logical screens for the definition screens of USC and
DPO entities no longer show display defects

Program Data Structures
Call of Data Structures: Pactable table recognition (C:022198)

In the -CD description of a Program, the PGMCD application
recognizes a data structure as a Pactable table only if it
has the G organization, the S or R access mode, and the C
usage.
Any other usage (T particularly) is considered as
uncompatible with the G organisation. In such a case, the
data structure is not recognized and the user must
update it with the "expert mode".

Text
Moving section in the Table of Sections of a text (C:023980)

All the sections can be moved again without any problem in
the Table of Sections of a text.

Ruler management in Text processor (C:023981)

The ruler is correctly again displayed or hidden

Toolbar display on big NFD or text sections (C:024312)

The display of the toolbars operates correctly whichever
the size of the NFD or the text section.
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Miscellaneous
Host screen printing (C:022455)

Printing Host screens from the communicating applications
of the WorkStation operates correctly, whichever the
number of printed screens.
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